Dear Reader,
I have just come from a meeting
at which nine or ten people
thrashed out the contents of this handbook,
and I am excited.
A few hundred ideas were fervently expressed
all by way of suggestion.
Oh, I suppose a few of us focus
on you folks doing what we say you should do,
but most of us most of the time are obsessed
with the movement's overstuffed stores of surprise.
Notice: no one here's saying
here is what you folks should say,
this is what you should demand,
this is what you should oppose.
No! The content of this book is form:
its message is how-to,
how-to!
Please, let's make it how-to,
in the spirit of show-us.

Now, Cultural Correspondence
crusades against The Culture Hole:
The Lying Media,
The Academic Disciplinarians
The Professional Leftists
All the Expert Pontificators
take our human interest
in being and belonging
to something larger than ourselves,
and they bury it out in the back,
pigeon-holing our hopes
to prove all is hopeless.
We say no matter what the social order
no matter what the situation
we will create our own connections deeper
than they will career their little categories.
And we will always
find our way to speak.

Jim Murray

Cultural Correspondence,
505 West End Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10024
When will you do something about South Africa?

Maybe after you have to get an illegal abortion!

Why should I care what the new right does to women?

What they want to do to blacks is worse.

I don't care about some black guy.

Who cares about farmers anyway?

When the banks take your farm you may be singing a different tune.

Nuclear war will not pass over yuppies and whites. No social position, no amount of money can save you.
A young white college student, an older unemployed Puerto Rican woman are sitting next to each other at a meeting. It was called by tenants living in different buildings owned by the same landlord. The two have the same problem: poor living conditions. But they're suspicious of each other anyway; the language is a problem and they've had very different lives. What does this white person want to take from me? Why can't this Puerto Rican speak English? The tenants divide into smaller groups to talk about specific tactics. The man and woman speak through a translator and find that their buildings are next to each other. They decide to go around and talk to other tenants as a pair so they can communicate with both English and Spanish speakers. Because, despite their suspicions, they've realized that as individuals they haven't had any effect on the landlord. But they both find that while others will complain, they won't come to meetings. They decide that overcoming this apathy together will be their aim.

A gay man is in the food store buying bread. A woman, who has seen him around with his pre-school students, asks him how the child-abuse scandals are affecting him. She is a fairly conservative woman but curious. They talk about the suspicion surrounding gay men and young children. They talk about the overcrowded, understaffed classrooms which breed abuse. About the drastic cuts in federal funding which force the schools to under staff and finally to close. They talk about how women then become (again) the primary child care providers.

He asks her to come to a workshop he's holding called 'sex role stereotyping in pre-school'. She has young children, so she thinks she might.

The small world we operate in is petty, people are resistant to new ideas. So we keep our ideals to ourselves and our own kind. But it's just a matter of beginning with the (petty) subject people are familiar with and gradually drawing the connections between their ideas and our own. Make a habit of speaking to people you don't know.

So if we all withheld rent simultaneously he will have to deal...
Festival, outdoor, and other street performances are cultural expressions of all communities, past and present. And the rope that ties them all into one bundle of a common tradition is that they put on display—or call into question—the most important beliefs and values of the communities where they happen. It may be a religious festival or the Fourth of July; it may be Carnival or the Poor People’s March on Washington—it’s always people in the streets, somber, joyful, angry or triumphant, performing what matters most to them. Our political street performances are just one more expression of an old and glorious form.

GUERRILLA THEATER—TAKE ‘EM BY SURPRISE

There are four kinds of street performance: Guerrilla theater, Street theater, Processions, and Mass Demonstrations. Guerrilla theater, as the name immediately suggests, is a hit-and-run intervention form. It is small and quick. It often forces some response from the people it is thrust upon. It relies on wit and often sensationalism and confrontation. Often it doesn’t immediately appear as theater, perched as it is on the dividing line between life and art.

Two examples, one relying on wit, the other on confrontation: A Solidarity worker in the guise of a waitress approaches some people on the street. She carries a tray. On the tray she has painted a map of Central America and glued to it a couple of toy soldiers. She asks, “Did you order this war?” Whatever the response (usually confusion), she then says, “Well, you’re paying for it.” She then presents a bill for the cost of US support for the dictators and puppet presidents and Contras in Central America.

Or—people are on the long subway ride under the water on their way to Brooklyn from Manhattan. The train is crowded. Suddenly two men grab a third one from his seat. He struggles. He asks for help from the people in the car. He explains that these men are the FBI and they are taking him away. He says he is innocent of any crime. He pleads for help as the other men contain him more brutally. He explains that they are taking him because he is participating in the Sanctuary movement.

Both of these guerrilla theater pieces end with the people who have performed the roles talking to the people they have confronted. To be effective, guerrilla theater must be startling. To accomplish its intention of educating people about the issue at hand, the performers must be able to continue a dialogue with the people who have been accosted. Guerrilla theater can be done anywhere and by anyone. It uses almost no props or elaborate costumes. There is little or no script. It blends in with the surrounding life until it jumps out in performance. It’s easy: just plan some funny or confrontational action. Go into a crowd and do it. Stay and talk.
There are many, many possibilities. One rule is that guerrilla theater takes any of the everyday experiences of a community—that the performers think need to be acted upon by the community—and enacts them. The difference between the everyday and guerrilla theater is that with performance, the event is staged. This allows the people in the community to talk about something that usually happens too spontaneously for them to reflect upon it. Guerrilla theater permits the meaning of the event to become more important than the action of the event. Think of the people on the subway car. Think of people seeing an eviction in their neighborhood. Think of a heated argument in a bar about the rights of farmers. Think what the people in these situations do if they are only "ordinary" reality. With guerrilla theater we are not allowing people to remain passive or to refuse their responsibility to evaluate the events of their experience.

STREET THEATER--GIVE IT YOUR ALL

Don't be put off by the word, "theater." Time and time again it has been proved that people who have not been "trained" in the theater can become great performers. And, practicing the role refines the skill. On the other hand, if you are in the theater, do some of it in the streets. Just remember that different skills are required. People often worry about the loss of psychological complexity in street theater. Don't: that's not the job here. Remember the slogan, "In the moment of action, rhetoric becomes poetry."

Unless you can set up in a park or a playground, where your audience can sit and munch on sandwiches and sip their beer, you should keep your play within about 10 to 20 minutes. In the street you are in tremendous competition for people's attention. Start louder, remain more colorful, funnier, and more exciting than everything around you. A tall order. You have to appeal with the most popular (democratic) forms of performance: circus, clown, melodrama, rodeo, television; use parody, satire, acrobatics, derring-do. A fight always attracts attention on the street. You need drums, horns, homemade instruments, songs and strong
voices. Use art, make banners, masks, puppets. Don’t let there be any confusion (what’s called ambiguity in "high art"). Act out who you are portraying, but also wear a sign saying who it is.

Your model for structure is the comic book, not the essay, not the novel—certainly not the realistic drama (although the soap opera will do just fine). Make trashy, loud, tasteless costumes. Use a great profusion of paper money. (Over)populate your piece with obnoxious businessmen, child-eating bankers, bloodthirsty military men, evil landlords, sinful priests, whores-with-hearts-of-gold. Trust the truth of what you want to say and tell it with the most vulgar, most appealing images. The only formal rule in street theater is to find the fastest, funniest, and clearest way to say what people need to know.

To write a street theater play you start with a political discussion. What do you want to say? What do you agree on in your group? Write in a collective process. Say for example you want to write a play on gentrification. First, you have to research what is going on in the neighborhood. Who are the landlords? What are the banks doing? Who are the people in the neighborhood? What is their history? What are the ways they are being evicted or harassed? What is the city government doing? Find specific stories of people. All of this stuff is what makes the play—and the reason for doing the play.

As you talk all this out; get up and move around. Don’t just describe the landlord become the landlord. Don’t just say there was a fight between the landlord and a tenant: make a street battle out of it. Push each story—without ever losing the truth of it—to its most sensational image. This is improvisation. Write everything down. There is nothing worse than having a great idea and then forgetting it. Dig into your experience and the experience of the people in your neighborhood. Find your metaphors there. Do people play a lot of pool? The pool table can make a whole scene with all of the (cardboard) characters in the play in conflict (some of them will play dirty pool, of course). Is there cock-fighting, boxing, craps, three-card monte, voodoo? Try to place your story inside images from the community life. Just exaggerate them, theatricalize them with a lot of running around and shouting, quick changes. Make good guys and bad guys. What are the other performance traditions in the community? Religious processions? Marching bands? Dancing?

What you are trying to do with street theater is to tell the story of something familiar to people in a way which makes it different: different because you make it clear who’s at fault, and because you are telling people they can do something about it. Every street theater play has a happy ending: street theater is based on the belief that people can change things. I don’t mean lie to the people. But, the actors can all take off their masks and their costumes and end with a chant of anger or the oppressed characters might organize as an example of what people might do. And, just like with guerrilla theater, the actors have to stay around and talk about the things that might be done.

There are a couple of more things to remember. Rehearse the play a lot. Keep your characters simple and direct. Speak clearly and loudly. Be flexible; you’re in the street. You never know what might happen—and go with whatever does happen; make it part of the performance if you can. Go in and out of character. The same actors do more than one character. Don’t rely on a single cast of performers. Don’t worry about verisimilitude: most people don’t know what the word means anyway. People want stock characters; stereotypes. The social reality is what is important here, not the personal reality—except for what happens to people at the hands of the bad guys. Take the guff; keep changing the play. Tell a story; tell the truth.
PROCESSIONS--EVERYBODY LOVES A PARADE

There really isn't much to say here, except to remember why small town Memorial Day, Rosebowl, and big city St. Patty’s Day parades work. 1) It's clear what they're about. 2) Everybody is in uniforms. 3) There are marching bands. 4) They use main streets and take the traffic off them. 5) There are many different kinds of people: men, women, and children. 6) People are disciplined and march in measured patterns with great energy and commitment (except near the end of the parade where the beer creates a noticeable wobble). 7) Parades end with a culminating event, emphasizing symbols and rituals, not speeches.

So what do we need to remember when we create processions? 1. The (fascinating, well-written--bi-lingual when necessary--always visually splendid) handouts should clearly state what we want to say and our (beautiful, sensation-causing) banners should leave no room for doubt about the justice, meaning, and necessity of our march. 2) We should be in costumes, masks, and use puppets. 3) We should use drums, rhythm sticks and blocks, homemade instruments, clapping, and rehearsed chanting (if somebody will add a marching band, don’t say no). 4. We should use main streets and take the traffic off them. 5. We should march with many kinds of people: Black people, white people, Latino people, poor people, gay people, children people, women people, men people, worker people, undocumented people, etc. 6. We should agree on the tone (funereal, celebratory, angry) and perform it with all of our bodies, hearts, and minds. 7) Processions end with a culminating event, emphasizing symbols and rituals, not speeches.

MASS DEMONSTRATIONS--ANYBODY CAN PLAN ONE

A demonstration shows power and creates power. You make your demands known and you feel the great potential of the community of participants. The only audience at a demonstration are the people who aren't there, some of whom you repre-
sent, some of whom you are communicating to. Let's quickly pass over some of the obvious details which we don't have the space here to go into much. You need collective agreement on the political propositions of your demonstration (I didn't say any of these details were easy...). You need to organize resources: demonstrations cost money. You need a competent staff (yourselves) to handle the myriad of details. You need disciplined outreach to involve many communities of people in the expression of the demands and propositions. You need a great deal of literature and publicity. You need to talk to the police and you need toilets. Medical things, food, water and good weather help. You need many, many meetings--but that's o.k.--people get to know each other and get work done in meetings. People, unlike wasps, are social creatures.

Here, however, we are going to concentrate on the democratic art of demonstrations. Because, a political protest is a cultural demonstration.

There is no contradiction between a festival and a serious display of militancy. With our demonstrations we are not in rehearsal to be victims in history, we are in rehearsal to be the community of democracy--people's power--in history. Our demonstrations are saying what's in the way. The street performances described above and everything else mentioned (and left out) of this publication are all part of the vital experience of a demonstration. Each individual at a demonstration is a giant of meaning.

Demonstrations have beginnings, middles, and ends. You start out, march, and rally in a final event. Every part must be expressive, must communicate. Each part must be understood and imagined as part of an enormous community performance. When you gather, gather to see art: poetry, theater, music, puppetry, dance--the issues are on display and made real because manifest in expressive (entertaining) form. The gathering is an exchange among friends, making new acquaintances, LEARNING about the different people and what faces their communities. Listen to a couple of informative speeches, make some speeches of your own. Give away handouts. Find out the route of the march. Organize your affinity groups. Rehearse some chants. Consolidate your anger.

The march--a procession--should go through communities and neighborhoods you want to communicate with. The people seeing the march should wish they were in it. The world belongs to the people marching--or at least the future does. The name of this dance is anger.

At the end of the march, the demonstration culminates in a community expression. Remember! At no point should a demonstration ever become boring. Speakers have a responsibility to give human testimonials about the lives of people, not poorly uttered polemics which kill the spirit. The final rally should be a mass public form, a street theater play with large. Use the public forms people know in their lives and histories: public trials, auctions, quilting bees, sports events. The culminating event should transform the errors of the present ways into a new human promise. If there is something evil plaguing the world it must be exorcised or put on trial. Create performance events which replace the lies of the present condition with the truth of a future.

And then the demonstration returns to the participation of the people. In a festival of performance and community. Like a carnival. Remember that a carnival was the assertion of the possibility of a full stomach and a happy life against the deprivations of hunger, cold, terror, senseless death. It was a reminder that a time of scarcity would be replaced by a time of plenty. The demonstration does not end when the buses leave. The experience of the community gathered in the demonstration must continue in the different communities where people live. Go home and make more street theater.
POLITICAL DANCE?

THE "COMPARSA" IS A TRADITIONAL PART OF LATIN AMERICAN FESTIVALS, PROCESSIONS AND MARCHES AND HAS ALMOST BECOME A TRADITION IN CENTRAL AMERICAN DEMONSTRATIONS IN THIS COUNTRY AS WELL. USUALLY DONE WITH A CORE GROUP OF ABOUT 10 DANCERS, IT HAS THE POTENTIAL OF DRAWING IN SCORES OF OTHER PEOPLE TO PARTICIPATE ON THE DAY OF THE EVENT. THE MOVEMENTS ARE BASED ON THE PUERTO RICAN BOMBA DANCE OR OTHER AFRICAN DERIVED LATIN AMERICAN FORMS. THESE DANCES ARE HIGHLY RHYTHMIC, AND ORIGINATE IN THE STRUGGLES OF AFRICAN SLAVES FOR THEIR FREEDOM. THE ELEMENTS OF THESE FORMS: UNITY, CONNECTION TO THE EARTH, ANGER, AND EMPOWERMENT CREATE A POWERFUL AVENUE FOR EXPRESSION.

TO ORGANIZE A COMPARSA IT IS NECESSARY TO LOCATE A DANCER OR GROUP OF DANCERS FAMILIAR WITH THIS STYLE OF MOVEMENT AND INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING IN THE DEMONSTRATION, MEET WITH THEM AND EXPLAIN THE POLITICS AND ISSUES OF THE EVENT, EXPRESS TO THEM THE IMPORTANCE OF PARTICIPATORY CULTURAL ACTIVITIES AT THE EVENT. ONE MONTH BEFORE THE DEMONSTRATION DISTRIBUTE A FLYER ANNOUNCING THE CREATION OF A CONTINGENT/REHEARSAL TIMES FOR THOSE INTERESTED IN BEING PART OF THE "CORE" (PUBLICIZE IN DANCE SCHOOLS, REHEARSAL STUDIOS, ART GALLERIES, THEATRES, COMMUNITY CENTERS, ETC.) AT THE REHEARSAL(S) THE LEAD DANCERS CAN TEACH SOME OF THE MOVEMENTS AND EXPLAIN THE HISTORY AND TRADITION OF THEIR PARTICULAR DANCE FORMS. ON THE MORNING OF THE DEMONSTRATION MEET EARLY TO ESTABLISH WHERE THE CONTINGENT WILL START + TO ENCOURAGE OTHER PEOPLE TO JOIN IN. SOMETIMES HOLDING A "MINI-WORKSHOP" ON THE MORNING OF THE EVENT AT THE DEMONSTRATION WILL PULL IN MORE PARTICIPANTS.

TWO OTHER IMPORTANT ELEMENTS ARE MUSIC AND STREAMERS. RECRUIT A GROUP OF AT LEAST 4 AFRICAN DRUMMERS TO BE THE "CORE" OF MUSICIANS. ENCOURAGE OTHER MUSICIANS TO PLAY MARACAS, TAMBOURINES, WHISTLES, CYMBALS, AND WOOD BLOCKS. HAVE OTHER HOMEMADE CHEAP INSTRUMENTS (CANS WITH DRIED BEANS INSIDE, STICKS, ETC.) TO PASS OUT TO WILLING PARTICIPANTS IN THE DAY OF THE EVENT. HAVING LIVELY, LOUD ACCOMPANIMENT HELPS TREMENDOUSLY WITH THE ENERGY OF THE CONTINGENT. ALSO, STREAMERS (ONE FT. BY 5 FT.) CAN BE MADE FROM COLORFUL INEXPENSIVE MATERIAL. THESE CAN BE DANCED WITH, VISUALLY CREATING A SENSE OF UNITY IN THE CONTINGENT (ALL OF THE STREAMERS UP, DOWN, AROUND IN A CIRCLE ETC.). THE STREAMERS CAN ALSO BE USED AS A SYMBOL. FOR EXAMPLE, AT ONE DEMONSTRATION, N.Y.C. DANCERS PAINTED ON THE STREAMERS THE NAMES OF NICARAGUAN ARTISTS, DANCERS, AND ACTORS WHO ARE PERFORMING FOR THE SANDINISTA TROOPS DEFENDING THE REVOLUTION ON THE BORDER.

REMEMBER:

1. BE CLEAR TO THE CORE OF DANCERS WITH YOUR EXPLANATION OF THE DANCE FORM YOU ARE USING. RESPECT FOR ITS HISTORY AND ORIGINS WILL PREVENT THE CONTINGENT FROM BECOMING A "FREAK-OUT- FREE-FOR-ALL" WHERE THE LEADERS AND DANCE FORM ARE LOST.

2. BE CONSCIOUS OF THE WEATHER. IF IT IS GOING TO BE 100 DEGREES AND A 5-MILE MARCH, MAKE SURE THE DANCERS TAKE BREAKS ALONG THE WAY.

3. COSTUMING CAN HAVE A POWERFUL UNIFYING EFFECT. ENCOURAGE PEOPLE TO WEAR YARDS OF MATERIAL AND/OR SKIRTS, BELLS ON THEIR ANKLES, RIBBONS, AND OTHER DECORATIVE TOUCHES IN THEIR HAIR OR ON THEIR BODIES. SOMETIMES EVERYONE IN ONE COLOR CAN BE STRIKING!

TEXT - HALLIE WANAMAKER - DOAN KET DANCE COLLECTIVE  LETTERING/ILLUSTRATION - PAULA HEWITT
**Masks and Puppets**

1. **Make a Funnel Shape** with a large sheet of corrugated cardboard - cut holes for your face and arms and fit to your body.

2. **Cover a big balloon with strips of newspaper soaked in liquid laundry starch or wheat paste - 4 layers or more** - let dry - pop balloon.

3. **Combine funnel and balloon head with tape and staples, add features, attachments, etc. Paint & varnish.

![Diagram](image)

**Variation:**

- Your tax $ buy me.
- Large puppet

**Materials:**
- Large sheets of cardboard
- Balloons
- Newspaper
- Liquid laundry starch or wheat paste
- Cardboard tubes
- Masking tape
- Paints & varnish
- Fabric (lightweight)
- Chicken wire
- Club & scissors, etc.

**For more complex shapes, make forms with chicken wire and cover with paper mache.**
**General Tips:**

1. **Design for Comfort**
   - Make your mask or puppet light enough to wear or carry for a long distance.
   - Use lightweight materials and fabrics such as netting. Provide lots of holes for ventilation.

2. **Design for Weather**
   - Make all joints and attachments strong enough to withstand heavy winds. Use waterproof paints or coat with varnish in case of rain.

3. **Make Sure You Can See!**
   - Be generous with eye holes. Otherwise, you'll be bumping into other marchers or tripping over curbs. Plus you'll miss seeing everyone else.

**Materials:**
- Make simple, flat, cut-out shapes out of heavy cardboard.
- Use strips of cardboard to fashion an open helmet and attach with staples and tape to the back of the cut-out.
- Add slots for eyes, nose, and mouth.
- This way you can wear your message and your hands are free.

**Multi-Person Costumes**
- Can add a lot of interest and activity.

**Military Monster**
- Paper mache, fabric, & paint
HERE ARE SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR HOMEMADE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS TO BE USED FOR DEMONSTRATIONS. THE MATERIALS USED ARE FOUND MAINLY IN THE HOME OR HARDWARE STORE.

PIPE BUGLE

LIPS ARE PURSED AGAINST END OF COPPER TUBING OR ALUMINUM ELECTRICAL CONDUIT PIPE TO PRODUCE BULLE-LIKE TONES. MUCH BREATH REQUIRED.

SODA STRAW OBOE

FLATTEN 1" OF STRAW END AND SNIP OFF V OR U SHAPE AND USE HOT MATCH TO MELT ROUND USE FINGERHOLES. LIPS ENCIRCLE STRAW END PAST V TO SOUND TONE.

A BABY CARRIAGE, SHOPPING CART OR OTHER WAGON CAN BE ADAPTED TO CARRY LARGE INSTRUMENTS SUCH AS THE POTLID GAMELAN.

BABY CARRIAGE MOUNTED WITH BICYCLE HORNS AND COWBELLS. CAN BE PLAYED BY AS MANY AS HALF A DOZEN PLAYERS TO GREAT RHYTHMIC EFFECT.

BEANS OR NUT SHELLS STRUNG AND LOOSELY FASTENED TO BOWL

HEAVY PAPER OR VELLUM FASTENED ACROSS MOUTH OF BOWL

WOODEN BOWL 10-12 IN. DIA.

RESONATED JINGLE

POT LID GAMELAN

SOUND HOLE

NUTS

THREADED ROD

POT LID

AN ASSORTMENT OF METAL POT LIDS ARE MOUNTED ON THREADED RODS WITH NUTS. THE RODS ARE INSERTED IN DRILLED HOLES THROUGH A HOLLOW WOODEN BOX AND FASTENED FIRMLY WITH NUTS ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BOX. SLOTS ARE CUT IN THE TOP OR SIDES FOR SOUND HOLES. THE POTLIDS ARE STRUCK WITH DOWELS OR MALLET TO PRODUCE GONG-LIKE TONES.
PURSE YOUR LIPS AND DIRECT A STREAM OF AIR DOWNWARD INTO THE MOUTH OF AN EMPTY SODA BOTTLE. WITH A LITTLE PRACTICE YOU SHOULD BE ABLE TO ACHIEVE A DEEP FOOGHORN TONE A MIDRANGE NOTE AND AN EAR PIERCING HIGH NOTE. PARTIAL FILLING WILL CHANGE THE EFFECT.

THE BULB OF A BIKHHORN OR A LONGER BULBHORN CAN BE UNSCREWED TO EXPOSE THE METAL REED. THE LOWER LIP COVERS THE LOWER TEETH AND THE REED RESTS ON IT. THE UPPER FRONT TEETH APPLY PRESSURE TO THE UPPER PART OF THE REED ASSEMBLY. VARYING THE BREATH AND PRESSURE ON THE REED PRODUCES A VARIETY OF TRUMPETING, VOCAL OR MOANING SOUNDS FROM THE FORMER BULBHORN. DON'T BITE YOUR LOWER LIP.

PENNY WHISTLE
KAZOO
OCARINA
BELLS
FINGER CYMBALS
SLIDE WHISTLE
TOY DRUM
MELODICA
TRANSVERSE FLUTE
TAMBOURINE

MARACAS
BOTTLE CAP RATTLE
CASTANETS
SANDPAPER BLOCKS
POTS + PANS
WOOD BLOCKS
PORTABLE BATTERY-OPERATED AMPLIFIER
BOX RADIO
ELECTRONIC KEYBOARD

JINGLING JOHNNY
JINGLESTICK RATTLE WITH BOTTLECAPS LOOSELY NAILED ON. VARIATIONS INCLUDE ATTACHING BELLS, SHELLS, BEADS, RATTLES, FROG CLICKERS, ALUMINUM PIE PANS, BUTTONS, TIN CANS, SPOONS, ANYTHING ELSE NOISY.

T.M.
expression is can. a culture of our commun-
ial with life in our oppos-
by Charles Frederick
IN MEMORY OF

Michael Stewart
Beaten to death by 11 cops in New York City, Sept. 1983.
With 60 separate wounds in his head New York City Medical Examiner called it "heart failure."
Stand up for the rights of all people.
Stop racist cops!!

Noon Gourfain
BANNERS &

Banners are signs on cloth carried by 2 or more people or hung on walls, fences, between 2 trees or posts etc. They usually have large images and/or slogans on them that can be seen far away.

They can be informative as well as dramatic, beautiful as well as arresting. A banner can educate as well as organize. It can have many small elements graphic and written, as well as large ones.

HERE ARE SOME POINTERS ON HOW TO MAKE THEM

When you buy material you want the best strength to weight ratio for the money.

Muslin and colored taffetas are commonly used. Both are cheap and come in varying weights and widths. Muslin is white cotton and can be used sized or unsized. You can use ordinary latex water base house paint or acrylic gesso as size.
APPLY the size with a ROLLER or a BRUSH. MUSLIN can be painted on with anything: FABRIC PAINT, HOUSE PAINT, SPRAY PAINTS etc. DRY TEMPERAS can be used when mixed with a polymer medium and water, ½ and ⅔. WAX CRAYONS, OILSTICK, COLORED PENCILS, GRAPHITE CAN BE USED—ANYTHING WATERPROOF.

BANNERS can be carried by HAND and on POLES, TUBES or STICKS. GROMMETING the banner is a GOOD THING TO DO INSTEAD OF STAPLING or TYING IT because IT WILL LAST LONGER. GROMMETS are METAL, USUALLY BRASS, EYELETS AFFIXED TO THE EDGES with a GROMMETING TOOL, obtainable at the HARDWARE STORE.

BANNERS CAN CARRY A LOT OF INFORMATION and STUFF that educates THOSE WHO SEE IT, IN ANY COMBINATION of GRAPHIC and WRITTEN FORMS. (Note the work of Romanesque Painters and Illuminators for efficient division of the SURFACE into many different scenes, the effect is powerful from a distance and grows more so as it APPROACHES.
Banners can, of course, be silkscreened, printed, quilted, sewn, appliquéd, etc.

Placards, signs, sandwichboards are easier to print and mass produce. Cardboard, corrugated, illustration and mount board - any and all paints, graphic materials can be used. With a sandwich you can play a lot of musical instruments while you're carrying it.
Wearable Political Statements

The appearance of activists has a big impact on how well the public understands them.

You can advertise a coming action or comment on daily headlines by sticking gum labels over buttons, making a new button each day.

Earrings, bracelets, pins made of strange objects like toy soldiers attract attention.

U.S. Troops Out of Lebanon
Let's Stay Out of Lebanon

For the more exotically inclined, hats and head dresses make people stare and think.

When in large groups it is best to think in terms of the overall effect. If you demonstrate with a group, get everybody to dress in some kind of coordination with the theme and visual materials. Big marches can look pretty scrappy, but if everyone wears some specific color combination or repeated image or insignia, your group will stand out and hold together.

You can use colors significantly, i.e., those carrying placards about bad stuff can wear dull grey or black and those carrying good stuff wear bright colors try to look at the demo as a whole and orchestrate the colors and shapes as you would a pageant. Wearables can be an important element, a whole sea of considered colors make an effect on its own without a lot of stuff to carry.
This is harder in winter since most people have only one coat. But in the artists call procession for peace we made black cloth ponchos to put over coats then pinned on them white strips or arm bands with names of Central American "desaparecidos". Another alternative is the more elaborate tunic or "pinny" (tied at the waist). Soft sandwich boards can be made of cloth. Paint or silkscreen words, letters or images on them or on t-shirts then use them to form words sentences or sequences. One alone seems harmless but when you line up the point is good and clear, and you can assemble and disband fast... good for guerrilla work in public.

Masks, hats & headdresses can also be put on & off fast. Masks are handy if you're shy or new at this sort of thing. You're transformed into someone else. Dancers for disarmament have used long red scarves to great effect as twirling props for easy dance steps in demos. You can mass produce photographic masks and headdresses on thick paper or turn Halloween costumes into something scarier than witches like Ed Meece!
YOU CAN PAINT ON CLOTHES WITH TEXTILE DYES. MANY COMPANIES PUT THEM IN TUBES WITH BALLPOINT CAPS THAT ALLOW YOU TO WRITE WITH THEM.

PAPER MACHE OR CARDBOARD SCULPTURES AND CUT-OUTS CAN ALSO BE WORN AS "COSTUMES CUBIST STYLE." (A BIG BOX "HELL NO" WAS A BIG HIT AT JUNE 12, WORN/CARRIED BY BLACK & WHITE DRAFT AGE MEN.) WITH A LITTLE HELP FROM YOUR FRIENDS YOU CAN BE A WHOLE COMICSTRIP, OR A CITY, A WAR, A TRANSFORMED FUTURE. CREATE YOUR OWN ANTI-FASCIST FASHIONS.

LUCY R. LIPPARD WITH SETH TOBOWMAN
and know that that is what matters. And I hope you can see that you can begin anywhere and end up as far...

as anybody else has reached, I hope you are not scared to write about what concerns you, what you know these things matter. (C.L.R. James)

You must be able to write what you think—_and maybe what you write about your day-to-day, everyday_.
INSTANT PRINTING

As a general rule, offset printing is the way to go when you’re printing in quantity. But if you want to reproduce something immediately so that you can distribute it right away, photocopying is quick, easy and readily available.

Unfortunately, most photocopying machines are owned by giant corporations that you don’t want to support, if at all possible.

Fortunately, almost all offices have photocopying machines these days, so take advantage of them! If you don’t work in an office, certainly you know someone who does. When the boss has stepped out to eat, time to exploit that machine!

Booklets can easily be made by printing on both sides of the paper and folding the pages in half. A single piece of paper becomes four pages when folded over. Of course, this means that two pieces will give you an eight page booklet, three: 12, pg’s., four: 16 pg’s., etc.

1 sheet of paper becomes 4 pg’s.

One staple will do.
SELF ADHESIVE LABELS CAN BE FED INTO THE MACHINE INSTEAD OF PAPER. AVERY MAKES THESE LABELS, WHICH ARE SOLD IN STATIONERY STORES. STICKERS CAN SPREAD YOUR MESSAGE TO FAR AWAY NEIGHBORHOODS.

MOST PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES CAN PRINT ON CLEAR ACETATE, WHICH CAN BE PROJECTED ON A SCREEN OR WALL WITH AN OVERHEAD PROJECTOR.

REDUCTIONS ARE POSSIBLE ON MANY MACHINES.... ANY IMAGE CAN BE SHRUNK DOWN TO AS MUCH AS 64% IN ONE SHOT.

SOME OF THE NEWEST MACHINES ENLARGE AS WELL, MAKING COSTLY PHOTOSTATS NEARLY OBSOLETE!

PHOTOGRAPHS FROM MAGAZINES OR NEWSPAPERS REPRODUCE WELL BECAUSE THEY ARE PRE-SCREENED. OBSERVE THE TINY DOT PATTERN UP CLOSE.

IF YOU WANT TO RETAIN THE GREY MIDDLE TONES, ASK FOR A "PHOTO-CONTRAST" SCREEN TO BE PLACED ON THE MACHINE.... THIS WILL TRANSLATE THE GREY AREAS INTO FINE HORIZONTAL LINES.

SOMETHING TO START IMMEDIATELY IS A PICTURE "MORGUE." COLLECT A WIDE RANGE OF PHOTOGRAPHS IN A FILE SO THAT YOU MAY DRAW FROM IT IN A GIVEN SITUATION. CERTAIN PUBLIC LIBRARIES HAVE PICTURE COLLECTIONS WHICH LEND OUT AS MANY AS 50 PICTURES AT A TIME, WITH HUNDREDS OF CATEGORIES ON FILE. THIS IS AN EXCELLENT RESOURCE FOR COLLAGE & PHOTO MONTAGE.

A CONTINUOUS TONE PHOTO WILL REPRODUCE, BUT WITH A LOT OF CONTRAST. MANY INTERESTING EFFECTS CAN BE ACHIEVED BY MAKING COPIES OF COPIES. EXPERIMENT WITH SEVERAL GENERATIONS OF REPRODUCTIONS, VARIOUS SETTING S, ETC...
INSTANT PRINTING

As a general rule, offset printing is the way to go when you're printing quantity. But if you want to reproduce something immediately so that you can distribute it right away, photocopying is quick, easy and readily available.

Unfortunately, most photocopying machines are owned by giant corporations that you don't want to support, if at all possible.

Fortunately, almost all offices have photocopying machines these days, so take advantage of them! If you don't work in an office, certainly you know someone who does. When the boss has stepped out to eat, time to exploit that machine!

Booklets can easily be made by printing on both sides of the paper and folding the pages in half. A single piece of paper becomes four pages when folded over. Of course, this means that two pieces will give you an eight page booklet, three: 12 pg's, four: 16 pg's, etc.

1 sheet of paper becomes 4 pg's.

One staple will do.
BEGINNERS

GRAFFITI-PROPAGANDA
A HOW TO FOR THE FIRST OFFENDER

U.S.O.U.
PUT IT WHERE PEOPLE CAN SEE IT.

REVEL

REAL ESTATE
Rent Strike

Real Estate

No

Work in Groups with One Person As Look-Out

4 A.M. - 6 A.M. Is Prime Time - Cops Change Shifts At 5 A.M.

Day Glow Shirt

Don't Be Too Conspicuous

Spray Paint

At First It Will Spray Too Thick Or Too Thin - 
Nozzles Are Interchangeable Some Spray Better Than Others


The Cheapest Way To Print A Small # Of Posters Is Xerox, For A Large # Use Offset

Glue On With A Solution Of Water & Elmers Glue Or Water & Wheat Paste

If Solution Is Thin Enough You Can Spray It From A Fantastic Bottle

Cover Surface With Glue Before You Put On Poster.

Stick Poster On
Then Spray On
Top Of It To Seal It.
DON'T COVER SOMEONE ELSE'S GRAFFITI.

BE SURE THERE IS SOMEONE TO CALL IF ARRESTED.

GRAFFITI IS A CRIME AGAINST PROPERTY NOT PEOPLE SO MAKE IT UPLIFTING.

EAST STRIKE MISSILE

UNLESS WE STOP IT

WARNING: The Surgeon General has determined that nicotine is dangerous to your health.

Guerrilla Art

South Venice Billboard Correction Committee
Get yourself a box of colored chalks. Thick and thin, many colors, don't forget pure white and black.

You can either work alone or form a team of two or three other people. Brainstorm: what do you want to say in words and images? Refer to the goals of the demonstration. Better still, refer to your own aspirations, cut through to your own edge, sharpen your own point.

Because there is a possibility that you will be harassed by the powers-that-shouldn't-be, it might be a good idea to think of the chalking as guerrilla art. Keep it short, like you're quickly scattering thousands of emergency messages. Long statements have their place, but...okay, coke, this is it!

In a team of three, one person can be the letterer, another prepared to draw the picture or just draw arrows pointing to or away from the message, another can watch for cops, go for food, scout the next site, make up new messages.

Consider the relationship between what you are saying, where you are saying it, and to whom. But not for too long! Use a lot of contrast, intense colors, to make your images stand out. All styles are possible, from graffiti to advertising to poster-art to your-own-at-the-moment.

Wherever we go, we will leave our messages behind...

**CHALK ONE UP**
PUT THIS INTO THE HANDS OF 5000 PEOPLE

THIS MAGAZINE ONLY COSTS 25¢ IF YOU ORDER 5, 10, 20, 50, or 100.
HELP US PUT IT INTO THE HANDS OF 5000 PEOPLE.
ORDER FROM
CULTURAL CORRESPONDENCE, 505 WEST END AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10024
This is CC #4.
Please add $2 postage and handling.

CULTURAL CORRESPONDENCE IS PROUD TO BELONG TO THE ALLIANCE FOR CULTURAL DEMOCRACY.
a nationwide network of artists and community activists... A.C.D.
will hold its "IMAGINATION" festival in chicago, OCT. 12-14, 1985
FOR MORE INFO., WRITE:
A.C.D.
P.O. BOX 2478
STATION A
CHAMPAIGN, IL. 61828

We Will Not Be Disappeared!
The Cultural Correspondence
DIRECTORY OF ARTS ACTIVISM
Nearly 600 listings of arts activist groups and individuals.
• Only $5.00 paper, $15.00 hard
• 160 8½" x 11" pages—packed w/ photos, drawings
• A reference book • An elegant art book
TO ORDER: Add $1.00 postage and handling per order.
Send payment to:
CULTURAL CORRESPONDENCE
505 W. END AVE. NYC, NY, 10024
NO INTERVENTION
Stop U.S. military intervention in Central America. Support human freedom and dignity by also ending intervention in the Caribbean, the Middle East, Asia, the Pacific and Europe.

BUILD A JUST SOCIETY
Create jobs; cut the military budget. Provide for human needs and challenge racism and discrimination.

REVERSE THE ARMS RACE
Freeze and reverse the arms race beginning with a halt on the testing, production and deployment of nuclear weapons.

OPPOSE APARTHEID! END RACISM
Oppose U.S. government and corporate support for South African apartheid and overcome racism at home.

APRIL 19-22 • PROTEST IN WASHINGTON DC

4 DAYS IN APRIL

APRIL ACTIONS FOR PEACE, JOBS AND JUSTICE

"THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION ADVANCES A POWERFUL IDEOLOGY OF MILITARY OVER HUMAN PRIORITIES. WE MUST MAKE IT CLEAR THAT THE ALTERNATIVE WE DEMAND IS A HUMANIZED LIFE, WITH ROOM FOR OUR DESIRES AND OUR IMAGININGS TO THRIVE. WHEREVER REAGAN REPRESENTS STOICISM, STASIS, AND MONUMENTS, WE MUST INTERCEDE WITH ANGER AND FEELING, CHANGE, AND DIVERSE REPRESENTATIONS OF A PEOPLE'S CULTURE."

--SUSAN McCARN, CULTURAL COORDINATOR FOR THE APRIL ACTIONS

1. Ask your organization, church or group to endorse and get involved.
2. Sign up to distribute leaflets and put up posters around the city.
3. Get involved with any or all of the Days of Action.
4. Join one of the coalition working groups to help on: outreach; media; fundraising; publicity; lobbying; civil disobedience; buses.
5. Call the coalition for information on buses.

APRIL ACTIONS, PO BOX 2598, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20013-2598